
CHEMISTRY GCSE COURSEWORK MARBLE CHIPS

Essay Writing Guide Struggling with an assignment? Marble Chemistry gcse coursework marble chips and Hydrochloric
Acid PLANNING AIM To find if changing.

The method I used to carry out my experiment was very reliable. Ranges of readings I think that my rage of
results are fine, because if you were to go over this range then it would be too much and the reaction would
take place too quick. Most molecular collisions do not result in chemical change. These are the kind of results
I expect to approximately get, on the day of the experiment. Effect of concentration on speed of Reaction
Factors affecting rate of reaction coursework help ideas gcse chemistry revision notes KS4 science igcse O
Level But these are very expensive and are probably best used by the teacher in a demonstration. I think that
my results were fairly accurate, because I sort of knew what to expect. If the solutions is made more
concentrated it means there are more particles of acid colliding with water molecules. From this I think that
my results are good enough to sure of my conclusions, but there is always room for improvement and I think I
could improve my results by decreasing the chances of human error which would mean I would have to be
alert throughout the whole experiment so that I can try to stop these anomalous results, and if I can then I will
be able to get the best results. More details of laboratory investigations 'labs' involving 'rates of reaction' i. But
to make them much more accurate I could of done one of the following things: Take more readings and then
find the average Use marble powder because some chips have bigger surface area then others and could affect
the results. I also said the lower the concentration the slower the rate, and my results show this aswell. If the
reaction takes too long to finish then I will have to shorten the rate of magnesium that I use, however if the
reaction is too short then I will have to do the marble and increase the reaction of magnesium that I use. The
minimum energy needed for reaction, the activation energy to break bonds on collision , stays the same on
increasing temperature. Study Guides Get your head around tough topics and A-level with our teacher written
guides Learn more. This means that the increased chance frequency of 'fruitful' higher energy collisions in a
given time greatly increases the speed of the reaction, depending on the fraction of molecules with enough
energy to react. From this time I had been given to practice, I made sure before the real experiment that I had
prepared everything properly so that on the day I wouldn't have to worry about things, if I was doing them
correctly, and because of the previous experience I knew what to look out for aswell. The sulphur that is
produced from the reaction changes the solution to yellow and cloudy, this is a precipitation reaction, where a
two solutions react and a solid forms in the solution, the solid is said to precipitate out. This again can be
explained by the collision theory. In this pre investigation we are going to focus on testing different volumes,
of the weakest concentration of acid and of the strongest concentration of acid. Coursework Baccalaureate
resources with teacher and student feedback. The frequency of collision increases too, but this is the lesser of
the two factors which both contribute to an increased rate of reaction on raising the temperature. The candidate
has a good understanding of the rate of a chemical reaction and covers the majority of factors that effect it.
There are some problems with the layout of the experimental report. Therefore, the more chance of a
successful more energetic 'fruitful' collision between two particles with sufficient combined kinetic energy to
overcome the activation energy barrier, break bonds and form the products. Why does a reaction go faster at a
higher temperature? The equation for the reaction is incorrect and not balanced and carbon dioxide is often
written as carbon monoxide. I think that my results are good as I was expecting a few more anomalous results,
but I only got one. I think that I could use a different variable, such as temperature, or surface area etc. It is
this increased chance of a 'successful' or 'fruitful' higher energy collision leading to product formation, that is
the major factor, and this effect increases more than the increased frequency of particle collision, for a similar
rise in temperature. In this case the higher the concentration of acid the higher the chance of the reaction
between the marbles chips and the acid. The candidate used diagrams effectively to show both particles in
solution and the effect of activation energy. Were my results accurate? Marble Chips and HCL? In addition to
needing to know the rate of a reaction at any reaction in hydrochloric to monitor how coursework chip is
proceeding. We have thousands of satisfied customers who have already recommended us to their friends. The
lower the concentration the less chance of colliding with a marble chip particle, hence the slower rate of
reaction. The method had a diagram however this should include labels.


